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Abstract

Identity Based Encryption is an approach to link the public key to an identity. It is
an extremely useful asymmetric cryptography type in which public and private keys are
computed from a known identifier such as an email address instead of being generated
randomly. This allows more flexibility in managing ad-hoc public key encryption and
ensuring secure communications. The aim of this work is to improve IBE scheme using the
bilinear Tate pairing on genus two curves with ordinary Jacobian over large prime fields.
We present a full description of functional IBE scheme using the optimization of the Tate
pairing computations. The proposed application answers a question of Boneh and Franklin
[2] about the possibility of using the Tate pairing in IBE schemes and represents the first
IBE exploiting pairings in genus two. We provide a full description of a functional IBE
scheme using the optimization of the Tate pairing computations.

1 Introduction

Pairings were used for the first time in 1991 to attack cryptosystems based on supersingular
elliptic curves [7, 5]. Recently, bilinear pairing over elliptic and hyperelliptic curves such as
Weil, Tate or optimal Ate pairing have found applications in design of cryptographic protocols.

In 1984, Adi Shamir [10] introduced a new type of cryptographic scheme called Identity-
Based Encryption (IBE). This encryption scheme permits the authentication and signature
between users on communication. The original motivation of the IBE is to simplify certificate
management in email systems. It allows the generation of the public key that permits the
recipient of the encrypted email to authenticate himself, obtaining his private key and reading
his email. This scheme can be used successfully since it requires less time to generate the public
key and better protects the cryptosystem devices against hardware attacks.

Dan Boneh and Matthew Franklin [2] proposed a description of the IBE scheme using
Weil pairing on elliptic curves. Their proposed scheme is a useful protocol and provides a
cryptosystem that is fully resistant to known hardware attacks. The rising question is whether
it is possible to extend this protocol over higher genus curves. Can we find more resistant
cryptosystems against hardware attacks? and which require less time and memory to generate
parameters. Moreover, how can we improve the Diffie-Hellman problem [4] using the Tate
pairing on genus two curves with ordinary Jacobian over a large prime field?

In this paper, we exploit the Tate pairing over genus two hyperelliptic curves with ordinary
Jacobian over a large prime field as a bilinear map to improve the Diffie-Hellman assumption in
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IBE scheme. This work is a part of the study has been published in my PhD thesis. First, we
briefly recall the definition of pairing, Miller algorithm for computing pairing and the description
of genus two pairing-friendly curves of the type y2 = x5+ax with ordinary Jacobian [6]. Second,
we provide a full description of a concrete IBE algorithm and the timing of implementation
results in Python, including curve generation, divisor generation, key generation, encryption
and decryption. Then, we give an analysis of the performance and key sizes chosen for a desired
security level. Finally, we discuss the correctness of the Tate pairing-based protocol and gave
a positive answer of Boneh and Franklin question on the possible use of Tate pairing over high
genus curve.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Pairings

Let G1 and G2 be two additive Abelian groups of order `, where ` is a prime number and G3

is a multiplicative Abelian group of order also `.

Definition 1. A bilinear pairing on (G1, G2, G3) is a map:

e : (G1,+) × (G2,+) −→ (G3,×)

that satisfies the three following requirements:

1. Bilinearity : ∀D1, D
′

1 ∈ G1,∀D2, D
′

2 ∈ G2,

• e(D1 +D
′

1, D2) = e(D1, D2) e(D
′

1, D2),

• e(D1, D2 +D
′

2) = e(D1, D2) e(D1, D
′

2),

• e(a D1, D2) = e(D1, a D2) = e(D1, D2)a, a ∈ N∗.

2. Non-degeneracy:

• ∀D1 ∈ G1 − {0}, ∃D2 ∈ G2 : e(D1, D2) 6= 1,

• ∀D2 ∈ G2 − {0}, ∃D1 ∈ G1 : e(D1, D2) 6= 1.

3. Easily and efficiently calculable.

There are four main cryptographic pairings, we briefly recall those that are effectively used
in cryptography applications. Let N be the order of the Jacobian group and ` be the largest
prime factor of N . Let k be the embedding degree (the smallest integer such that ` divides
pk − 1).

Let JacC(Fqk)[`] be the `-torsion subgroup of the JacC(Fqk). An element D in JacC(Fqk)[`]
verifies ` D = O. Let µ` be the group of `-th roots of unity in Fqk .

Weil pairing: The Weil pairing is given by

W : JacC(Fqk)[`]× JacC(Fqk)[`] −→ µ`

(D1, D2) 7−→ W (D1, D2) = (−1)`
f`,D1

(D2)

f`,D2
(D1)

.

Where f`,Di
, i = {1, 2} is a function given by the divisor ` Di = div(f). To compute pairing

we need to evaluate this two rational functions f`,D1
at the divisor D2 (respectively f`,D2

at
the divisor D1). Efficient algorithms will be given to do this computation.
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Tate pairing: The Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing is a bilinear and non-degeneracy map defined
by:

T` :JacC(Fqk)[`]× JacC(Fqk)/` JacC(Fqk) −→ F×
qk
/(F×

qk
)`

(D1, D2) 7−→ T`(D1, D2) = f`,D1(D2)(q
k−1)/`.

Computing the Tate pairing requires two divisors D1 in the `-torsion subgroup of the Jacobian
of the curve over Fqk and D2 in the quotient of the Jacobian over ` times the subgroup of the
Jacobian. Here we need just one evaluation of the rational function f`,D1 at the point D2. The
final exponentiation step are crucial to have a non-degeneracy map that we need to work in it
very seriously when we do the implementation.

Ate pairing: To define the Ate paring, the situation is somewhat different because it depends
on the family of hyperelliptic curves chosen for the pairing, but in general,we assume that ` is
approximately near to the order of the Jacobian of the curve over the prime field Fq. Let φ be
the pth power Frobenius automorphism φ : C 7−→ C. We set J [`] = JacC(Fqk)[`].

A : J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ− [q]))× J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ− [1])) −→ µ`

(D̄1, D̄2) 7−→ A(D̄1, D̄2) = fq,D2
(D1).

With D1 is a divisor in class of divisors D̄1 in J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ − [1])) and D2 a reduced of the
class of divisors D̄2 in J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ− [p])) such that D1 and D2 have a disjoint support. We
can have as a result a shorter algorithm to compute the evaluation of the function by using p
and not ` for some pairing-friendly curves.

Eta-pairing: This type of pairing was introduced by Barreto et al in 2007 for supersingular
curves, for every s integer, the Eta pairing denoted ηs is given by

ηs : J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ− [1]))× J [`] ∩ (Ker(φ− [1])) −→ µ`

(D1, D2) 7−→ ηs(D1, D2) = fs,D1
(ψ(D2))(q

k−1)/`.

The final exponentiation allows to the eta pairing to have a unique value in µ`, ψ is a distortion
map permits to have the x-coordinates of points in ψ(D2) lie in the subfield of Fq.

2.2 Pairing computations

We recall the Miller algorithm [8] used mainly to compute the pairing for higher genus curves.
Let D1 and D2 be two reduced divisors on the Jacobian. Let f`,D1

be a rational Weil function
corresponding to a divisor D1 and the integer `. Let f`,D1

(D2) be the evaluation of the rational
function f at the divisor D2. Let h be the function that derives from the group law on the
Jacobian between the two divisors ρ([`]D1) and ρ([`+ i]D1) such that i is integer.
The evaluation of the Miller function f`,D1 at the point D2 leads immediately to the following
algorithm:

3
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Algorithm 1 Miller’s Algorithm for hyperelliptic curves

1: Require: ` ∈ N and D1, D2 ∈ JacC , reduced-divisors with disjoint support.
2: Ensure: f`,D1

(D2)
3: Write ` in binary form: ` = Σs

j=0 `j2
j , with `j ∈ {0, 1} and `s = 1

4: D ← D1

5: f ← 1
6: for (j from s− 1 to 0) do
7: Compute D ← [2]D and extract h(D,D)

8: f ← f2 · h(D,D)(D2)
9: if (`j == 1) then

10: Compute D ← D ⊕D1 and extract h(D,D1)

11: f ← f · h(D,D1)(D2)
12: end if
13: end for
14: return f

We note that the Miller algorithm cost over the Jacobian group of genus g ≥ 2 curve is
much higher than the case of the Abelian group of points of elliptic curve. However, it remains
more practical and a good efficiency candidate for computing pairings.

2.3 Pairing-friendly curves

The curves are chosen such that certain conditions should be satisfied to ensure an asymmet-
ric bilinear pairing. We use genus two Kawazoe-Takahishi hyperelliptic curves of the type
y2 = x5 + ax with an ordinary Jacobian over a large prime number. The curves are generated
using the analogous Cocks-Pinch method presented by [6].
We give two examples of curves with embedding degree k = 10 and the parameters: the charac-
teristic of the field p, the prime factor of the Jacobian order ` and the ρvalue = 2 log(p)/log(`)
of the curve.

Example 1. The curve is C: y2 = x5 + 5x over Fq such that:
p = 35631984633931374622065549623107262899064817298915853371794551237323402069958/
42177440302959355754305360192964645292243877081058187620325180491209070681655540/
0101437957660365801119297.
q = pk.
` = 43313172952292991239966060977797268086843768748870928376949906543267476500954/
351117240729514543737056922760288023212500001.
ρvalue = 2.985
The size of p is (604 bits) and the size of ` is (405 bits).

Example 2. The curve is C: y2 = x5 + 3x over Fq such that:
p = 38200739530724868369916347245332688680706046350950136790753819810188857996544/
42820325408675281922436283410744238880835487485381847007673146250167399510959640/
90887864440132960316700408379177703311655322480228328988394904747880207100941549/
05740689575994129086327234098205116174817.
q = pk.
` = 45370598163058263416155013758705725899906569035950791198276326207389447762964/
84839662057748387400349155020697422548381410429809608264347342103608433016911976/
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12430891761915530896067392481.
ρvalue = 2.990
The size of p is (932 bits) and the size of ` is (617 bits) .

3 A concrete IBE system using the Tate pairing

The identity-based encryption scheme has four main algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and
Decrypt. In the following, the description of these algorithms, alongside with their input and
output parameters, used in this work:

1. Setup: this step produces a system parameters noted (params) and the master-key by
using the secret element k.

2. Extract: this algorithm requires three parameters, namely an arbitrary ID ∈ {0, 1}∗,
some params and master-key. It gives as output a private key d. It’s called Extract

algorithm because it extracts a private key d from the given public key.

3. Encrypt: in this step, the algorithm encrypts a message M ∈ M to a ciphertext C ∈ C
by using parameters params and the arbitrary parameter ID.

4. Decrypt: this algorithm is the reverse step of the algorithm Encrypt, it helps to decrypt
the ciphertext C. It requires parameters params and the private key d.

∀M ∈ M : Decrypt(params,C, d) = M

where C = Encrypt(params, ID,M)

Let C be a hyperelliptic curve defined by the affine equation y2 = x5 + ax over the finite
field Fq of characteristic the prime number p and the embedding degree k. Let JacC(Fq)
be the Jacobian group of the curve C and JacC(Fq)[`] be the `-torsion subgroup. A divisor
D ∈ JacC(Fq)[`] is of the order ` such that `D = 0. We need here to construct two points D
and W of order ` in the subgroup JacC(Fq)[`] expressed by their Mumford representation. we
recall here an algorithm that we called SelectDivisor. This algorithm works as follows:

1. Let x ∈ Fp be an input, we compute y = (x5 + a x)1/2 such that P = (x, y) ∈ H. (we
need to determine at most two points).

2. Compute the Jacobian on this set of points d = Jac([P1, P2]) ∈ JacC(Fq).

3. Let #JacC(Fq) = h ` and set dh = h d

4. Let D = DivReduction(dh) a reduced divisor of order `.

5. Output SelectDivisor(x) = D

The function DivReduction is an algorithm of reduction of a divisor represented by its Mumford
representation D = [u(x), v(x)], it can be summarized by the following algorithm:

5
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Algorithm 2 DivReduction

1: Require: D = [u(x), v(x)], semi-reduced divisor.
2: Ensure: Dr = [ur(x), vr(x)] reduced with Dr ∼ D.
3: Compute: ur(x)← (f(x)− v(x) h(x)− v(x)2) / u(x)
4: Compute: vr(x)← (−h(x)− v(x)) mod ur(x)
5: if (deg(ur(x)) > g) then
6: u(x)← ur(x),
7: v(x)← vr(x)
8: Go to step 3:
9: end if

10: Make ur(x) monic.
11: return [ur(x), vr(x)].

We apply the same procedure to construct another element W ∈ JacC(Fq)[`]. We obtain as
finally D and W two points of order ` in Jacobian subgroup JacC(Fq)[`]. D will be the first
input of the Tate pairing as the point in the group of `-torsion divisors in Fq. However, the
second input is an element in JacC(Fq)/` JacC(Fq).
Therefore, the second input to the Tate pairing can be taken to be an element of the `-torsion
subgroup of the Jacobian. However, to ensure a non-trivial pairing value, the divisors D and
W must have disjoint support. We note G1 the `-torsion group JacC(Fq)[`], G2 the subgroup
of F×q of order `. The Tate pairing will be the mapping T : G1 × G1 −→ G2 as defined before.
It is a non-degenerate map and also a bilinear application such that for all D, W ∈ G1 and for
all a, b ∈ Z we have T (a D, b W ) = T (D,W )ab.
Here we describe in detail the scheme of the identity based encryption and the main contribution
of using the Tate pairing. Further, the discussion of the chosen data of the four algorithms:
Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt.
The first step Setup can be done into two algorithms Setup1 that allows us to check the version
number, if it is right, then execute the second algorithm Setup2 as follows:

Algorithm 3 Setup1

1: Require: ver an integer version number, n security parameter.
2: Ensure: params public parameters and s master secret.
3: Determine the selected version Sver
4: if (ver = Sver) then
5: Go to algorithm Setup2.
6: else
7: Go to step 3:
8: end if
9: return params and s.

The following algorithm Setup2 is the triplet of three sub-algorithms: SelectSecurityParams,
ConstructCurve and the SelectDivisor.

The first sub-algorithm SelectSecurityParams determines the security parameters np, nq
and the hash function corresponding to the desired version and security parameter n. The size
of data and the standard secure hash algorithms SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512 are
specified in [3].

6
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Example 3. Possible outputs of the sub-algorithm
SelectSecurityParams:

1. if n = 1024, then np = 512, nq = 160 and the hash function [SHA-224]

2. if n = 2048, then np = 1024, nq = 224 and the hash function [SHA-224]

3. if n = 3072, then np = 3840, nq = 256 and the hash function [SHA-256]

4. if n = 15360, then np = 7680, nq = 512 and the hash function [SHA-512]

The second sub-algorithm ConstructCurve constructs, selects, generates and implements
the genus two hyperelliptic curve C corresponding to the desired security level, np and nq. This
algorithm was tested for the time taken for

a) Curve generation

b) Jacobian Computation

Table 1 represents the implementation results for the ConstructCurve sub-algorithm for the
security levels of 192 and 256.

The third sub-algorithm SelectDivisor selects a divisor of order ` corresponding to the
desired size in JacC(Fq)[`]. In the following Table 2 the time taken for:

a) SelectDivisor: the selection of divisor of order `

b) Computation of the public parameter Dpub

Finally, the outputs of the first algorithm can be summarized into:

1. Curve parameters: p, ` and let G1 and G2 two groups of order `

2. Divisor of order `

3. hash1 and hash2 hash functions such that:
hash1 : {0, 1}∗ −→ G∗1 and hash2 : G2 −→ {0, 1}n

4. Dpub = s D, s master secret.

Let T be a bilinear map represented by the Tate pairing define as: T : G1 × G1 −→ G2.
Let params = {`,G1,G2, T, n,D,Dpub, hash1, hash2} be the system parameters. The perfor-
mance analysis is represented in the Table 3.

The second step of IBE is the algorithm Extract that returns a private key from params,
s and an identity string ID. This algorithm takes as input a string ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, computes
WID = hash1(ID) and sets the private key dID = s WID . This operation is shown in Figure
1. The timing of implementation is shown in Table 4.

The third step of IBE is the encryption of a session key using the public parameters params
and an identity ID. It is represented by Encrypt algorithm. Briefly, the description of the
encryption operation is as follows: let M ∈M be a random symmetric message. The algorithm
takes the message M , params and ID as inputs. It computes the Tate pairing between WID

and Dpub and the result is denoted gID such that gID = T (WID, Dpub) ∈ G∗2. Then, it selects
a random integer r ∈ Z∗` . The output is the ciphertext C which can be represented by the
following operation:

C = Encrypt(r D,M ⊕ hash2(grID)).

7
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Table 1: ConstructCurve for each security level.

Sub-algorithm: ConstructCurve-192
Security level 192
Hyperelliptic curve equation C: y2 = x5 + 5x

k = 10
p = 14831053227820099020851702242827202301123849999819087/
98384618570024315076753171532737218888271626681165643471/
7697. (373 bits)
` = 24145784518520028448286918486097375436360607723491093/
78671891649698743040001. (251 bits)
ρvalue = 2.976

Curve generation Time (Milliseconds): 1.207
Jacobian generation Time (Microseconds): 33.620

Sub-algorithm: ConstructCurve-256
Security level 256
Hyperelliptic curve equation C: y2 = x5 + 10x

k = 10
p = 3554882830083542723659884244100985900356907673112463/
85600841674938197094297832735569882204882345992310138375/
64610935788620397522545657388494794369575954134557609951.
132252641778247371. (604 bits)
` = 43245758482417031182453013163117686895486016836902168/
31744214612885361606918203877499165759265532524989350472/
4833344340961. (405 bits)
ρvalue = 2.985

Curve generation Time (Milliseconds): 1.246
Jacobian generation Time (Microseconds): 38.850

Table 2: SelectDivisor for each security level.

Sub-algorithm: SelectDivisor-192
SelectDivisor Time (Milliseconds): 21032.529
public parameter Dpub Time (Milliseconds): 28.837

Sub-algorithm: SelectDivisor-256
SelectDivisor Time (Milliseconds): 46921.726
public parameter Dpub Time (Milliseconds): 39.523

The last step of IBE is decryption represented by the algorithm Decrypt. This algorithm
decrypts the ciphertext C the output of the encryption operation. It takes three inputs the
public parameters params, the private key dID (see 3 in Extract algorithm) and the ciphertext
C. Let V = M ⊕ hash2(grID) and U = r D. The operation used to retrieve the decrypted
message M is

M = (V ⊕ hash2(T (dID, U))

8
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Table 3: Performance analysis of the Setup algorithm.

Algorithm: Setup
Security level 192 256
Curve parameters Time (Milliseconds): 1.210 Time (Milliseconds): 1.250
Divisor Time (Milliseconds): 21032.529 Time (Milliseconds): 46921.726
Dpub Time (Milliseconds): 28.837 Time (Milliseconds): 39.523

ID

params

s

WIDSelectDivisorhash1

Extract

Figure 1: Extract algorithm

In the above expressions, the operation on the divisors should be interpreted in the context
of arithmetic on the Jacobian group of `-torsion.

4 Performance analysis

4.1 Key-sizes and security levels

The choice of key size is a major issue in this work, precisely for the selection of the curve
parameters. On the one hand, the prime order of the subgroup, `, should be large enough to
prevent from the known Pollard rho-attack [9]. More precisely, this means that for a security
level of n bits, ` should be at least of size 2n bits. On the other hand, the pairings should be
resist against the best discrete logarithm for genus 2 which has an exponential running time
and the size of the finite field Fpk should be large enough to prevent from Kim-Barbulescu
new variant of NFS [1]. Thus, to achieve the same security level, we start by selecting suitable

Table 4: Timing of the private key extraction. Extract algorithm.

Algorithm: Extract
Security level 192 256
WID Time (Milliseconds): 21377.054 Time (Milliseconds): 47138.520
dID Time (Milliseconds): 29.154 Time (Milliseconds): 39.236

9
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Table 5: Timing of the Encrypt and Decrypt algorithms of a message M ∈M.

Security level 192 256
Encryption Time (Milliseconds): 21062.576 Time (Milliseconds): 46962.499
Decryption Time (Milliseconds): 21406.208 Time (Milliseconds): 47177.756

Table 6: Selected genus two hyperelliptic curves required to obtain desired security levels.

Security
level (bits)

Embedding
degree (k)

2 ≤ ρvalue ≤ 3

Subgroup size `
(bits)

Extension field qk

(bits)

128 6-10 256 3000-5000
192 10-18 384 7000-9000
256 18-30 512 14000-16000

curves as given in Sec. 2.3. The following table 6 gives the security level, the embedding degree
of the curve, ρvalue and size of the parameters of the curves. Moreover, the field size depends
not only on the security level (192 and 256 bits), but also on the embedding degree k and the
polynomial parameterizing p and ` (p(z) and `(z)) in the case of the Kachisa family. In this
work, the embedding degree is 10 is considered and the security estimation is improved according
to [1]. We give here some workaround options for the recent estimate of the performances of
Kim–Barbulescu NFS in Fpk in the case of embedding degree k = 10. In Fp10 , the polynomials
p(z) and `(z) have degrees 24 and 16 respectively, the smallest size of p targeting the 128-bit
security level is at least 380 bits long (and ` is at least 256 bits long, ρvalue ≈ 3). We can
conclude the size of p and ` needed for 192-bit and 256-bit as shown in the Table 5.

4.2 Resistant to hardware attacks

Early IBE studies focused mostly on the Weil pairing over genus 1 curve, which is based on
two so-called Miller loops, but it quickly became evident that variations of the Tate pairing are
more efficient and the calculation of one Miller loop and one final exponentiation is common to
all of these variations. Later the subject is to optimize software and hardware implementation,
to reduce the number of finite-field operations and to execute finite-field and big-integer oper-
ations as efficiently as feasible given the machine instructions of a particular target architecture.

In order to decrypt a message, identity-based protocols compute a pairing involving the
private key and the plaintext. The pairing used for the Boneh-Franklin protocol was the Weil
pairing that accepts two elliptic curve points as inputs and compute the pairing between these
points as output. However, the Weil pairing is vulnerable to a fault attack such as side channel
attacks (SCA) because we know the Miller algorithm so we know the physical implementation
and the number of iterations. The attacker needs to modify the number of iterations when
executing Miller’s algorithm to find two execution results for consecutive iterations and the
ratio between these two results gives a fraction that gives information about the secret point.
That’s why IBE based on the Weil pairing has become vulnerable. The solution is the use of
the Tate pairing as an alternative bilinear map which allows us to remedy this problem because

10
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it requires a final exponentiation which makes it difficult or impossible to find the secret point.

The Tate pairing over genus 1 curves is still a good response for the question of the use of the
bilinear pairing. However, we need to generate the curve equation over high characteristic field
to ensure a desired security level and it is not appropriate for the newest pairing that requires
small sizes of the finite field parameters and to insure a realised implementation on integrated
circuits and embedded devices. The solution in this paper is to reduce the size of the keys more
and the field characteristic to generate the equation of the curve, while assuring the desired
level of security, we thought of the curve of genus two of ordinary Jacobian which allows to have
groups of higher order while generating the curve on a field of small characteristics compared
to genus 1 curves.
The table 7 summarizes the advantages of the use of the Tate pairing over genus two curves
in our article for the same level of the security. On one hand, the Weil pairing benefits from
a low computation time and an easy Miller algorithm compared to the Tate at the cost of
a weaker resistance to attacks. On the other hand, genus 1 and 2 have comparable medium
computational time while genus two remains more resistant to attacks with less exponentiation
and characteristic of field compared to the genus 1.

Table 7: The impact of parameters on the choice of pairing for the same desired security level.

Pairing Weil Tate (genus
1)

Tate (genus
2)

Characteristic field
(size)

very large large small to large

Points coordinates
(size)

large large small

Miller algorithm easy low to medium medium
Final

exponentiation
/ high ++ high +

Pairing
computation (time)

low medium medium

Resistant to attacks - + ++

4.3 Correctness of IBE

The correctness of the identity based encryption scheme is verified as follows:

T (dID, U) = T (s WID, r D)

= T (WID, D)sr

= T (WID, s D)r

= T (WID, Dpub)
r

= grID.
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we give a positive answer to Boneh and Franklin’s question about the possible
use of the Tate pairing on higher genus curves as a bilinear map to improve the identity-based
encryption scheme. We prove that our scheme is more resistant to hardware attacks compared
to genus 1 curves with small characteristic field used to generate the curve equation. We present
a complete description of this scheme using the Tate pairing on genus two curves of the type
y2 = x5 + ax over a large prime field. Moreover, we provide a complete implementation of all
the steps and algorithms of this scheme, specifying each time the input and output parameters.
First, we give the definition of pairing, the description of pairing-friendly curves of ordinary Ja-
cobian over a large prime field and we recall the main algorithm for computing the Tate pairing.
Second, we provide the description of the Identity-Based Encryption scheme and we describe
the input and output parameters of algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt. Then,
We improve the bilinear Tate pairing in the IBE scheme and we present the timing of the im-
plementation results in Python including curve generation, divisor generation, key generation,
encryption and decryption. Finally, we give the performance analysis and discuss the correct-
ness of the Tate pairing-based protocol.
Performance results show that our proposed protocol based on the Tate pairing on genus two
curves, yields higher resistance to existing attacks compared to the genus one case, while requir-
ing similar pairing computation time, which represents a significant advantage for our proposed
scheme.
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